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Greetings, 

 If you are reading this you most likely took an introduction into ‘Light_mathematics’ and are 
anticipating these supplementary resources, this is it.  If you have not taken a workshop and would like to 
learn more about dynamic opposites, alternatives methods for understanding the self and the law of one, you 
may choose to contact the inventor of the system at the end of the briefing.  The briefing is short, and has 
been designed to capture highlights of the workshop including parts missed.  Also, the briefing is designed 
without the mathematical process (…or the proof), that part was covered in the workshop.  (That’s for the 
heavy math nerds.). 

SO WHAT IS IT, EXACTLY? 

 What the system is is a key or a template for anyone to use alongside their own ideas.  The 
universal template is the system with just symbols.  Symbols have the capacity to hold a large amount of 
meaning and interpretation versus numbers.  In this regard, the universal template can be intuited by a large 
number of people who may not speak the same physical language, but understand the same universal one 
through symbols.   Many additional templates also exist, and others are waiting for your creative input to see 
fruition.  As of now, the universal key and a sound key have been created.  The sound key describes an 
ascending spiral with sound, a chain of music equally synched with color…or perhaps just a space in time, in 
aether, in the memory bank of the planet, of the living earth.   

NOTES FOR CREATING YOUR TEMPLATE. 

  All holistic and spherical templates (including the ones you may attempt to create) must follow 
two simple rules.  1. All the variables or symbols that are used must consecutively ascend/descend in a linear 
fashion (from smallest to greatest).   2. All the variables or symbols that are used must be aligned to match its 
opposite.  Once this is done it will accommodate for multidimensional time, which includes the concept of 
linear time.  Then you will know your system is complete and ready for application. See the examples,,, 

APPLICATION of the SYSTEM 

 Intuition must be your guide as you go through the briefing. This point was re-iterated numerous 
times over in the workshop.  Intuition was partially defined as having the mental and emotional interpretive 
faculties in harmony with each other, so the mind may be able to stare into the reservoir of endless 
resources; the emotional plane.  Which System you use or eventually create for yourself will expand your 
own vision of dynamic opposites, alternatives methods for understanding the self, and the law of one. 
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 The concept of duality is 
important to grasp to properly transcend the 
physical boundaries into the other spheres 
of consciousness.  The reason being is 
simple, it allows for the accumulation of 
knowledge.  ‘Light’ as we see it, is an 
engulfing field.  In comparison to closing 
ones eyes, it can be considered the infinity 
(∞) to the small light particles that we view 
when starring into the ‘aether’, which 
naturally should be viewed as the polarity or 
complement of that engulfing field.  The 
same naturally can be interpreted about 
shadows.  As shadows are ‘particle’ 
phenomenon’s in the engulfing field of light, 
when we close our eyes and look into the 
‘aether’, the darkness of the field is just as 
engulfing as the light that we see when we 
are looking out into the light. 
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SPACE:	


MOTION:	


LIGHT:	


SHADOW:	


MATTER:	


Birth of Sound	


Past the light speed	
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Universal Template & Key  
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PHYSICAL	
 AETHERIC/VACUUM	


1.  All physical matter have an 
aetheric formulas that describe 
their relationship to space and 
‘existence’.  

2.  The ‘physical’ field resides to what 
one can ‘see with the eyes 
opened, while the ‘aetheric’ 
describe the massive realm that 
pertains to the eyes being shut. 

3.  That ‘aetheric’ realm is the unit 
that connects all conscious 
beings, also known as the 
primordial essence between all 
things. 

4.  The aetheric field is the totality of 
all things, which also includes the 
physical realm.  So it can be said 
that in the light of physical is in the 
aetheric. 

Aetheric is the scientific ‘word’ that is interchangeable with 
‘etheric’, found in the spiritual context. 
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duality	


fear/anger	


  nowtime	


unknown	


will	


love	


wisdom	


thought	


action                     	


timelessness	


focus	


gravity	


intent	


 sound  

meditation	


memory 

matter	

potential	


space	


past	


shadow	


light	


future	


motion	




 The astral plane as a name to describe the ‘north’ quadrant is derived from the total 
characteristics all the states yield.  Technically the name ‘astral’ refers to the stars.  The astral field, like the 
aetheric, is another layer of invisible "information" that surrounds all organisms. The astral field is also 
referred to as the emotional body.” insert hyperlink here” Although that definition describes the astral body 
as the being the emotional body, the distinction made by the system separates them as the macroscopic 
(astral) versus the microscopic (emotional).  With this consideration, the astral plane and the emotional 
plane have the same inherent nature.  The name astral in the system is used in order to place the realm of 
sleep into the dynamic that composes the unit of the human experience.  It is important because a third of 
our awareness is given to it.  Similarly, all the attributes derived from the ‘states in between states’ and 
symbols, are not in conflict with being under the categorization of ‘astral’, and with additional consideration 
this will support the categorization of ‘astral’ quite well. 

unknown	


will	


love	


space	


shadow	


light	
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 The mental plane is distinctively categorized by the characteristics of the formulas and ‘state in 
between states’.  Every single characteristics identify a mental quandary that pertains to a joint effort with 
another plane in order to resolve or explore it.  An interesting quality of the mental plane which must be 
emphasized is that while pondering on any of the characteristics in this plane immediately detaches the 
emotional body and leaves the mind in a haze or clear like state.  This is certainly a phenomenon of a 
mental disposition that often occurs when a person is engaged a recapitulating on past events and 
suddenly looses track of the flow.  The body is cool and de-magnetizes.  The sensation that is felt is 
similar to a ‘clear headed’ feeling.  The reason for this is because the mental plane is a unit for structuring 
all emotions, based on the mode of expression that we know (Add spoken language here…etc).  Those 
modes of expression allow us to describe the physical world around us which is a reflection of the 
structure of the mental plane.  The mental plane versus the physical is the microscopic to the 
macroscopic. 

timelessness	


focus	


duality	


present	


future	


memory	
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 The emotional plane begins at the birth of sound and its characteristics set up the order 
for the following states and formulas.  All the characteristics of the states and formulas in this 
quadrant are not in conflict with the concept of emotional states, and supports it very well.  Because 
the emotional plane and the astral share the same nature, a pleasant exercise to ponder is to ask, 
‘what is the polarity of intent’(or what is on the other side of intent?)?  You can do this with all the 
states, symbols and formulas.  If all the states, and formulas in this quadrants are considered 
emotional states, it will help articulate the proper power for manifesting the choice, because ‘intent’ 
exists within this realm  (emotional plane).  The other ingredient in the process of manifestation 
resides on the mental plane, and together make possible, the creation of material sound…’Ohm! 

anger	


gravity	


intent	


present	


past	


potential	


sound	
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 The name for the ‘physical plane’ and the realm of matter is derived from the activity of 
the characteristic of each of the states and symbols.  Although ‘light’ as a symbol is also found in 
this state, it can be considered the material properties of ‘light’, since ‘light’ has a dual nature, 
(particle or wave).  ‘The physical plane’ being the particle aspect, and the ‘astral plane’ being the 
wave, (in the physical field.).  The only states that may seem questionable under the categorization 
under the ‘physical plane’ are ‘wisdom’ and ‘thought’.  Answers do exist to fit them under the 
category and require resourcefulness and creativity of mind.  The ‘physical plane’ starts at ‘light’ 
and ends at sound.  The ‘physical plane’ describes the journey in which energy transforms into 
matter, so ‘wisdom’ and ‘thought’ do apply.  The path to matter starts as a particle of light, and then 
it finds rhythm (Russian, Swahili, Cantonese…etc.), and then is eventually articulated through 
speech and finds itself in a new dimension.   After ‘sound’, a new plane begins, and takes the 
journey of the energy elsewhere.   

wisdom	
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matter	
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 Further comprehension of the system can be gained through applying the system 
to the human dynamic.  Any four consecutive patterns following their opposites. The 4 planes 
have allowed for that transition, and one can appreciate that 4 planes are present within our 
consciousness amongst others.  When starting from the point of energy beings a ‘feeling’, it 
follows a particular path before it arrives in a tangible context.  (E.g. a musical score, a 
painting, or a nutritious meal.)  The system without having to ‘say much’ reveals a great deal 
about order through its subtle geometrical alignments.  Those alignments reveal the path that 
energy follows as it enters and leaves the two interactive universes, that being yourself (the 
inner universe), and the space in which you inhabit (the exterior universe).  The benefits 
of the system is that it sets up a visual description of what is happening in the infinitesimal 
moment.  The language and to describe that type of awareness and consciousness relates to 
energy.  Our lives are affected by the gravity of orbiting energies, inside or out.  The language 
of space must use a vocabulary to describe gravity because it can describe the ascending 
descending spiral of the human condition.  Undoubtedly certain alignments with the formulas 
will yield particular events/insights/an/or resolution.   What can be said is that when an 
inspiration comes, it comes through the astral plane, and into the emotional body (they have 
the same nature.).  Although ‘dreaming’ can be considered an etheric event, the body can still 
be mapped at a ‘specific’ vibratory rate.  So, when it is said that inspirations come from the 
astral plane, it is a way of speaking about one end of two tensions that become accessible 
through another channel; the emotional body.  The mental body then intervenes and begins to 
structure the inspiration.  That’s part of  being human, rationalizing and emoting. 
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SYSTEM AS ENERGY FIELD 
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Impact of Re-structuring the concept of Aether in Education 

If Information/Communication based technologies (ICTs) yield complex 
computational systems then the underlying structure of complex  
computational systems will also make for responsible educational tools  
for training.  The impact and future possibilities of ICT in educational  
systems and training depend understanding opposites.  An example of  
this can be seen in binary coding which use two system, that of one’s  
and zero’s.  The sequencing of these units, are what create  
intelligence systems.   As a model, these environments can represent  
the crux of teaching tools for our own way of life.  Commonly these  
intelligent systems are found interactive within games, sounds,  
musicians, art and artists. Ultimately, the birth of a new educational  
system must summon the intuitive spirit within us to find our own  
system by understanding the principle within higher educational training: that  
oppositions exist as interdependent systems. Without a doubt nor hesitation the  
revolution of an information based society without boundaries that defines the  
multi-dimensional perspective which includes all spheres of life, must begin at  
the root of the problem inherent with the educational standard, and expand from  
there on.  The era of knowledge that will lead to endless opportunities will begin  
shortly after the solution for the educational problem has been absorbed by the  
educational institution.  This point is not a theory, for the theory itself is the  
methodology to create a media friendly system that houses the general theme  
of the missing links within the current educational system.  Currently a  
monumental fact stands between the average individual and the height of  
technological advancements that appear to be nearly immeasurable and  
unbridgeable.  The tool to connect this bridge, which seems to be a staggering  
debate, is the answer to a cross-disciplinary riddle that makes for needed  
annual seminars across the planet.  The problem to be solved within the  
problem of education, which will lead to the Millennium Development Goal, is a  
problem of syntax in the realm of logic.  This is not a problem of cross-cultural  
barriers that make for ineffective communication, but a problem of signifiers that  
formulate the same universal truths on a microscopic and macroscopic level.  

Symbolism as a New Educational System.  

Symbols do more for memory because of their ability to hold a variety 
of meaning outside of their inherent cultural association.  In this  
respect, their potential exceeds that of numerical signifiers because of  
their cross-cultural significance.  The current barrier that numerical  
formulas encounter is their inability to resonate feelings at an  
equivalent degree, and on an emotional level. This undoubtedly  
narrows the field of numerical science to a large population of people  
who are psychological strong and function quite comfortably on this level. The  
whole of hard science lives in an emotional field, but still does not yet have a  
methodology to integrate the concept and relevant truths about the emotional  
field, to its already established mental faculty.  So, what is the emotional field,  
and why is it important?  In using a comparative method, the emotional field is to  
magnetism what electricity is to the mental field.  Although that answer describes  
the two fields, how can numerical science utilize that information to integrate a  
unified system with numbers?  This is what it entails.  In algebra there are  
several different types of numbers, such as imaginary (#s) numbers,  
and rational #s and real numbers and so on...  The numbers in algebra can be  
seen as a system for describing different depth in relationship to others.  All  
those numbers act in the same way as colors or tones of colors do, all in  
relationship to others colors.  Now, how all the numbers in algebra connect in  
a symmetrical unit, will also give scientists and numerical mathematicians an  
insight into how the magnetism and electricity work with each other to describe  
the emotional (magnetic) and the mental (electrical) field.  So, if you’re a  
mathematician you can appreciate a visual tool that helps you unite them as a  
w(hole). 
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